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As the crypto market emerges from its long winter, a raft of exciting new projects are preparing to

launch. These new projects harness blockchain to improve access to finance, encourage

sustainability, replace centralized markets, and so much more.

For crypto investors, finding the best new crypto coins to invest in can be challenging. To help,

we’ll highlight the 10 best new crypto listings and launches for 2023.

The 10 Best New Crypto Launches for 2023

�.  Wall Street Memes - New meme coin from the creators of the Wall Street Bulls NFT

collection. Raised $2m+ during first week of presale.

�.  yPredict - Crypto presale offering AI-powered predictive models for traders,

analysts, and quants. Offers 10% revenue share through $YPRED staking.

�.  Launchpad XYZ - Web3 dashboards for trading crypto presales, NFTs, trending

tokens, and more. Raised $800k during presale so far.

�.  Ecoterra - Sustainable crypto project building the first recycle-to-earn Web3 app.

Raised $4.5m, moving into final stages of presale.

�.  Deelance - Decentralized freelance marketplace going head-to-head with Upwork

and Freelancer. Presale has raised $1m+.

�. AiDoge - Red-hot meme coin leveraging generative AI to create new memes. Sold

out $14.9 million presale, launches June 19.

�. Arealeum - New project enabling anyone to invest in real estate development and

startups.

�. Big Eyes - Cat-themed DeFi coin that ’s promoting fair trading and sustainability.

Launches on Uniswap June 3.

�. Stasis Network - DeFi project tokenizing real-world assets like stocks and bonds for

blockchain-based trading.
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��. Bull Pepe - Meme coin building on the success of Pepe. Aims to become the third-

largest crypto behind BTC and ETH.

The 10 Best New Crypto Projects Reviewed

Let ’s take a closer look at each of the 10 best new cryptocurrency releases for 2023.

1. Wall Street Memes - Hot meme coin with viral presale,
over $2m raised

 Wall Street Memes is a brand-new meme coin created by the team behind the 2021 Wall Street

Bulls NFT collection. The project is creating a fun—and potentially profitable—community that

mocks the greed and recklessness of Wall Street.

The project has roots in the r/WallStreetBets community, which has been making fun of Wall Street

for years. Support from this community, which has more than 400,000 social media followers, has

played a significant role in the early success of the Wall Street Memes presale.

In the first week of the $WSM presale, the project raised more than $2.2 million. It ’s already onto

the fifth stage of its presale. Each presale stage so far has sold out early and the next price

increase is likely just a day or two away.

 Wall Street Memes has allocated 50% of its total 2 billion $WSM token supply for the presale.

Notably, the project team hasn’t taken any $WSM for itself, so the project is entirely community-

driven.

Right now, presale investors can buy $WSM at a price of $0.0262, a roughly 30% discount from the

planned list price. According to the Wall Street Memes whitepaper, the project plans to list on

popular DEXs and CEXs at the end of the presale.

Presale investors also have an opportunity to join the Wall Street Memes airdrop. Five lucky

investors will each receive $10,000 worth of $WSM ahead of the token’s launch.

 Visit Wall Street Memes Presale 

2. yPredict - AI-powered crypto prediction models,
native $LPX token now on presale

 yPredict is an all-in-one crypto trading platform that ’s using AI to revolutionize the way traders

approach the crypto market. The platform is developing a suite of AI-powered crypto price

modeling tools to predict the price of Bitcoin and other crypto assets in the near-term future.

What makes yPredict one of the best new crypto projects for 2023 is that it ’s not keeping these AI-

powered modeling tools for itself. Instead, yPredict is making them available to the community so

that traders, analysts, quants, and developers can build their own models.
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Model creators can share their top-performing models in the yPredict marketplace and charge a

subscription fee. This incentivizes users to create better models and gives traders new tools to get

ahead of the crypto market. yPredict takes a small cut of each subscription, generating steady

revenue for the project ’s treasury.

Traders can also share in this revenue. Anyone who stakes $YPRED, the project ’s native Polygon

Matic-based token, gets to participate in a revenue-share of 10% of each new subscription on

yPredict.

In addition to the predictive models, yPredict is building its own trading terminal and technical

analysis platform. It plans to offer AI-powered social sentiment analysis, chart pattern recognition,

and more. All of these tools have the potential to make yPredict the #1 platform for technical

crypto trading.

$YPRED is on sale at a discount now through the yPredict presale. The presale has raised nearly $2

million and is closing in on its final stages.

 Visit yPredict Presale 

3. Launchpad XYZ - Web3 dashboards for crypto trading
insights

 Launchpad XYZ is a new upcoming cryptocurrency project designed to make it easier to find the

best new cryptocurrencies of the future. The project is building a series of Web3 dashboards that

will highlight the hottest trending tokens, crypto presales, NFT launches, and more.

With Launchpad XYZ, crypto investors can get all of the information they need about hot projects

in one place. They can monitor social media sentiment, check price action, and even invest

through Launchpad XYZ.

In addition to importing traditional data streams, Launchpad XYZ is also building some of its own

custom analysis metrics. One of these is the Launchpad Quotient (LQ), which boils down whether a

project will take off or not into a single number. Investors can rank projects by their LQ, making it

easy to spot opportunities.

After its initial rollout, Launchpad plans to build its own DEX, presale launch platform, and trading

terminal. The project ultimately aims to become a one-stop shop for crypto investors who want to

get in on the cutting edge of Web3 development.

Launchpad XYZ has raised more than $800,000 through an ongoing presale of its $LPX token. $LPX

offers discounts on a Launchpad XYZ subscription. Plus, investors who stake $LPX can get early

access to new crypto presales, discounts on trading fees, and much more.

$LPX is currently selling for $0.0445, a 22% discount from the planned $0.0565 list price.

 Visit Launchpad XYZ Presale 
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4. Ecoterra - Sustainable crypto project building recycle-
to-earn app, over $4.5m raised

 Ecoterra is the best new crypto to buy in 2023 for investors who care about sustainability. This

platform is building the world’s first recycle-to-earn Web3 app in order to incentivize individuals to

recycle and reduce their environmental impact.

With Ecoterra’s app, users can scan the barcode on a piece of packaging that they want to

discard. The app will match the packaging to a material in its database and calculate a reward in

$ECOTERRA tokens.

To claim the token reward, users must deposit their packaging at a reverse vending machine and

then scan the receipt.

Users can then spend their $ECOTERRA tokens in the app’s carbon offset marketplace. Ecoterra

offers certified carbon offset credits that support wind and solar energy projects around the world.

By buying these credits, individuals can use the crypto they earn from recycling to offset their own

carbon footprints.

Ecoterra is developing even more eco-friendly features. The project team plans to roll out a

business-to-business marketplace for recycled materials.

It ’s also developing impact profiles for businesses, which allow consumers to see what

sustainability measures companies are taking. This cuts through greenwashing and enables

consumers to better decide which companies they want to support with their money.

The Ecoterra presale has raised more than $4.6 million and is just a few stages away from launch.

Investors can still buy $ECOTERRA during the presale at a 15% discount to the planned listing

price.

 Visit Ecoterra Presale 

5. Deelance - Decentralized freelance marketplace with
$1m raised

 Deelance is a new crypto to invest in the future of work. The project is developing a decentralized

freelance marketplace to outcompete centralized marketplaces like Upwork, Freelancer, and

Fiverr.

The opportunity is huge. According to Verified Market Research, the freelance platforms niche is

worth $5.2 billion and growing fast.

Deelance plans to beat its centralized rivals with lower fees and more efficient contracts. The

platform leverages the blockchain to offer seamless escrow payments and a scalable dispute

resolution system. Deelance charges businesses just 2% per contract, the lowest fee in the industry.
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Deelance is also introducing the ability to tokenize deliverables and intellectual property as NFTs.

This ensures that businesses can take full ownership of the work they pay for, with no questions

remaining around intellectual property rights.

To make freelance work even more seamless, Deelance is building a work-centric metaverse

where businesses and freelancers can meet. Users will be able to advertise, rent office space, hold

meetings, and more.

To pay for transactions in this metaverse, freelancers and businesses will need Deelance’s

$DLANCE token. $DLANCE is available to buy on presale now at a discount of 33% to the list

price. The presale has raised more than $1.2 million in just a few weeks.

 Visit Deelance Presale 

6. AiDoge - Utility meme coin listing on June 19 after
selling $15m in presale

 AiDoge is one of the best new cryptocurrencies to buy in the meme coin space right now. The

project sold out its $14.9 million presale and is gearing up for a hotly anticipated listing on June 19.

While the presale is over, investors can still buy the project ’s $AI token at the list price. One analyst

has predicted that $AI could soar 100X once it lists, so this is a chance to get in on the ground

floor.

AiDoge has proven so popular not just because it's the latest iteration of the popular shiba inu

meme, but also because it packs unique utility. AiDoge.com is building a generative AI algorithm

that anyone can use to create a viral new meme in seconds—no graphic design skills required.

All users need to do is describe the meme they want to create and AiDoge’s algorithm will take

care of the rest. Creators can also mint their new memes as NFTs, allowing them to establish

ownership over their creations.

 Visit AiDoge Presale 

7. Arealeum - Enabling global investment in real estate

Arealeum is a new cryptocurrency project that ’s democratizing the process of investing in real

estate and startups.

These types of assets are notoriously difficult for everyday investors to invest in under traditional

financial systems. However, Arealeum is splitting huge projects into investor-friendly tokens that

anyone can buy.

Investors can also have a say in what assets Arealeum tokenizes using the project ’s governance

token, $ARE. The selection process is fully transparent and supported by an experienced team of

investment advisors.
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$ARE is on presale now at a price of $0.04.

8. Big Eyes - Cat-themed DeFi coin launching on June 3

Big Eyes is a new cryptocurrency to invest in that blurs the lines between DeFi project and meme

coin. The project is themed around an adorable cat with big eyes, but it also packs serious utility.

With Big Eyes, investors can access a new NFT collection, help save the oceans by contributing to

a charity wallet, and benefit from a liquidity pool that ’s locked for two years.

Big Eyes is offering 80% of its $BIGEYES token during a presale that ’s raised more than $46 million

so far.

9. Stasis Network - DeFi project tokenizing real-world
assets

Stasis Network is one of several new cryptocurrencies that ’s using blockchain to make investing

more accessible. The project ’s goal is to tokenize real-world assets like stocks and bonds so that

investors don’t need to go through traditional brokerage firms to buy them.

Stasis Network stands out for its focus on compliance, regulation, and trustworthiness. It promises

daily statements, quarterly audits, and a stablecoin that ’s backed by cash.

Stasis Network is offering its $EURS stablecoin now with no fees on investors’ first purchase.

10. Bull Pepe - Meme coin building on the success of
Pepe

Bull Pepe is the best new cryptocurrency to buy for fans of Pepe, which exploded more than

6,000% in May before falling back to earth.

 

Just like Pepe, Bull Pepe is all meme, no utility. It plans to create enough hype around its launch to

rocket into third place in crypto market cap behind BTC and ETH.

Bull Pepe is releasing 85% of its supply through a just-launched presale. It ’s already raised more

than $85k. Investors need to hurry, since the first price increase is just a few days away.

Conclusion

The 10 best new cryptocurrencies for 2023 offer huge potential for investors. Wall Street Memes

stands out as the hottest new cryptocurrency to buy today. It ’s being developed by a veteran

project team and has raised more than $2.25 million in the first week of its presale. Presale investors

can buy $WSM today at a 30% discount to the token’s list price.

 Visit Wall Street Memes Presale 
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DISCLAIMER: This is not to be taken as investment advice. Crypto is a volatile asset,

do your own research before investing and only invest money you can afford to lose.

We may receive commission for clicking links in this article.
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